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Better, I say, not because of that splendor
ff^The following hfticle, although 44 cal- LAWS AND GOVERNMENT OF
Porter, the Locd Foco! candidate for
and beauty, but because the act of creating; culated particularly ibf the meridian” of New
CANADA.
Governor
in PennsyHraBia, has been proved
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
them is better than the things themselves ; Hampshire, is not out of place in any section
Appointments, fyc.—A Governor Gener, among other things to hav6 been guilty ot
JAMES K. REMICH.
because exertion is nobler than enjoyment; of the Union. To the whigs of this State it
al is the head man in authority. He is Ap. taking a false oath. Some of the circumOfficeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. because the laborer is greater and more
is peculiarly applicable’.
pointed by the King or Queen, and is as, stances connected with this affair have beeri
TE RMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
worthy of honor than the idler.
sisted
by an Executive Council of eight established by the affidavit of Mr. Stone
Whig
Newspapers.
—
We
beg
the
atten

Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
1 call upon those whom I address to
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
members,
recommended by the Governor breaker, a highly respectable citizen, ^honi
tion
of
our
political
friefids,
one
and
all,
to
It is
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No stand up for the nobility of labor.
on that account it will be seen, the Loco
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub Heaven’s great ordinance for human im the important duty of now attending to the' and appointed by the King or Queen. The
Council are the Governor’s Cabinet,—as cos have attempted to murder.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
business
of
extending
the
circulation
of
Whig
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for provement. Let not that great ordinance newspapers. It is an obligation which all the Heads of the Departments in the United
[From the Harrisburg Chronicle.)
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount be broken down.
States are the Cabinets of the Executive. HORRID ATTEMPT AT IuRDER.
ought
to
feel
;
and
a
duty
which
every
man
charged for its insertion.
What do I say ? It is broken down ;
The Legislative Council are the second high
We have just learned by several gentle
and it has been broken down for ages. Let ought to undertake in his own way and in
est board of Government. They number men from Huntingdon, that an attempt was
his
own
neighborhood.
It
is
not
the
news

MISCELLANEOUS.
it then be built up again ; here, if anywhere,
three or four short of forty members, and rriade on Tuesday night last, between the
on these shores of a new world—of a new papers which are filled With political strife
It may (perhaps we should say, we know
are created for life. They can be removed hours of 2 and 3 o’clock, to take the life of
civilization. But how, I may be asked, is and animosity, during the heat of a contest
it will,) seem superfluous for us to preface
only by the will of Her or 44 His Majesty.” John H. Stonebreaker, Esq. on the canal
it broken down ? Do not men toil, it may ed election which make converts or which
a word to what follows ; but we shall risk
The next and lowest branch of the Gov above Huntingdon.
build up and sustain our party. —But it is
Mr. Stonebreaker
be
said
?
They
do
indeed
toil,
but
they
the charge at this time, and ask, 4 Is the
the silent and gradual influence acquired by ernment is what is denominated the House and Mr. Taylor were sleeping in a bed ini
too generally do it because they must.
practice, which is here condemned in such
of Assembly,—a body of men twice as nu one of the Shantees—3 pistols were dis
Many submit to it as, in some sort, a de an honest and fairly conducted newspaper,
glowing language, common apiongst us ?’
merous as the Upper House. This body charged through a broken pane of glass to
grading necessity ; and they desire nothing regularly received and quietly read at the
Let every one whose eye meets this, ask
are chosen by the property holders in all wards the bed ; two of the balls struck a log
family
fireside,
which
is
what
we
value
and
so much on the earth as to escape from it.
himself: 4 Do 1 countenance wickedness
the towns in the Province. The debates or plank in the shantee, about two inches
They fulfil the great law of labor in the let seek for.—Every man ought to subscribe to
in high places ?’ And let him remember
are here conducted either in the English or above the clothes, and the other ball passed
some
newspaper;
not
only
for
the
amount
To some field
ter but break it by spirit
that, if he does knowingly, a portion of the
the French language,—most of the speech through an aperture, grazing the bed. H
of labor, mental or manual, every idler of knowledge and entertainment which it will
es, however, are made in English. A Bill has caused great excitement in the neigh
guilt, which attaches to him whom he thus
should hasten, as a Chosen coveted field of impart to himself and family, but for the ani
countenances, falls upon himself; and that
mation it imparts and the mental action it a- passed here must be concurred in by the borhood.
improvement.
for the wretchedness, which ever follows in
wakens,
especially in youthful minds. But Legislative Council, by the Governor, and
Let the people look to the above. It has
But so he is not impelled to do under
its train, he is in a measure responsible.
whig ought especially to have a Whig by the majority of the Governor’s Coun no parallel on record in our country. It is
the teachings of our imperfect civilization. every
'
We often subscribe to a sentiment, nay, On the contrary, he sits down, folds his newspaper
at command, not only for his own cil. The majority of the King’s or Gover MURDER ATTEMPTED AT MID
1
we speak eloquently upon it, where its ap
use,’but to lend to any candid and inquiring nor’s Council disapproving, the bill is sent NIGHT for opinion’s sake.
hands,
and
blesses
himself
in
idleness.
plication is remote, and it involves no per
friend of the opposite party. Now, we re to England for approval or rejection.
The authority of the Governor General
sonal sacrifice ; but let a direct application This way of thinking is the heritage of the peat, now is the time for the whigs of NewSpontaneous Cumbustion of Coals !—
to a cherished habit or a long continued absurd and unjust feudal system, under Hampshire to commence the performance of extends over both Provinces. A Lieuten Between 9 and 10 o’clock, on Sunday eve
practice, be made, and too often our eye which serfs labored, and gentlemen spent ,this duty ;—let it not be delayed until the next ant Governor has a kind of nominal au ning, the cry of fire was resounded through
perceives not the light of truth, our ear is their lives in fighting and feasting. It is political campaign be opened, and people get thority in Upper Canada, but this appoint our streets, when it was found that a quan
time that this opprobrium of toil was done
closed against the voice of reason, and de away.
1excited and committed, and behold all things ment is made by the consent of the King or tity of Grand Lake Coals deposited under a
spite of the 4 still, small voice of conscience,’
a false and highly colored medium; Queen, and by the one or the other alone, shed at York Point, had taken fire by spon
Ashamed to toil art thou ! Ashamed of through
j
we yet persist in our wicked course.
but
set
about
the business,—as a matter of —the people are not consulted, and the of taneous combustion.—The fire, which had
thy dingy work-shop and dusty labor-field ;
Bangor Meeh, and Far.
business
—
each
one with his neighbor.—Let fice? is considered as secondary to that of communicated to the wood work, was, after
of thy hard hand, scarred with service more
the Governor General.
The Upper Prov
FREEDOM OF OPINION.
honorable than that of war, of thy soiled it be seen in each village and School District, ince has a Legislature of its own. In all considerable labour, thought to be extin
what
whigs
do
not
subscribe
for
a
Whig
guished ; but on Monday evening, it again
BY ORVILLE DEWEY.
and weather stained garments, on which
other respects its government is like that ignited and began to burn. The coals have
I know of but one thing safe in the uni mother nature has embroidered, mist, sun newspaper, and let them be appealed to as of Lower Canada.—Portland Adv.
since been removed, and the fire effectually
verse, and that is truth. And I know of but and rain, mist, fire and steam, her own her men,—as citizens of a free country and
subdued.—St. John Ni B. Observer.
one way to truth for an individual mind, aldic honors ? Ashamed of those tokens worthy to remain so,—and lastly as patriot
Lord Kenyon’s Orthography.--Soon
and that is, unfettered thought. And I know and titles, and envious of the flaunting robes ic citizens of New-Hampshire, to do this ser after Lord Kenyon was appointed Master
Corn Crop in Missouri.—The Jefferso
of but one path for the multitude to truth, of imbecile idleness and vanity ? It is trea vice to himself, his family, and his party, of the Rolls, he Was listening attentively to
and that is thought freely expressed. Make son to nature ; it is impiety to Heaven ; it which although apparently insignificant, is a young clerk who was reading to him the nian of the 15 th ult. says:—44 It has been
of truth itself an altar of slavery, and guard is breaking Heaven’s great ordinance. actually of immense importance in the ag conveyances of an estate, and who, on com many years since the Corn Crop has come
in as well. One dollar and a quarter per
it about with a mysterious shrine ; bind Toil I repeat—toil, either of the brain, gregate result, in each of these relations.
ing to the word enough, pronounced it barrel is all that is now asked for the pres
Portsmouth Journal.
thought as a victim upon it; and let the pas of the heart, or of the hand, is the only true
enow. His Honor immediately interrupted ent crop • most of which, owing to the fa
sions of the prejudiced multitude minister manhood, the only true nobility 1
him :—4 Hold—hold, you must stand cor vorable season, has already come to matu
Farming
in
Maine.
—
Our
Agriculture
is
fuel ; and you sacrifice upon the accursed
rected, enough is, according to the vernac rity.”
improving.
.Our
farmers
are
rousing
up
The
following
sentiment
deserves
to
be
altar, the hopes of the world !
ular custom, pronounced enuff, and so must
Why is it, in fact, that the tone of morality treasured in the memory of everyone, both their energies and intellect ; they are brush all other English words which terminate inA Novel Salute.—As an expression of
in the high places of society, is so lax and old and young, but particularly in that of ing up their farms ; they are clearing up ough, as for example, tough, rough, cough,
joy for the appearance of the late rain, af
the forest ; they are breaking up their fal
complaisant, but for want of the independent the young.
&c.” The clerk bowed, blushed and ter the long drought which had suspended
Remember, vicious pleasure is spoken of, low ground ; they are putting lip new hou
and indignant rebuke of society ?—There is
went on for some time, when coming to the the navigation of the Ohio, the steamer Gi
ses
;
they
are
filling
up
their
store
houses
not
innocent,
which
is
its
direct
reverse.
reproach enough poured upon the drunken
word plough, he, with a loud voice, and rard at Wheeling fired a grand safate with'
and
granaries
with
bread
;
they
are
bring

ness, debauchery, and dishonesty of the poor Rational enjoyment secures health to the
penetrating look at his Honor, called it
man. The good people who go to him can body and the mind. Of this we are firm ing up their children to take a prHe in the pluff!, The great lawyer stroked his chin, Cannon.
calling
of
a
F
armer
.
Every
thing
is
up

advocates,
having
no
sympathy
with
that
speak plainly—ay, very plainly of his evil
and with a smile candidly said, 44 Young
The Louisville journal remarks that the
ways. Why is it then that fashionable vice class of ascetics, who would deprive us ward ; it is no longer damn East. The man I sit corrected.”
Mechanics,
too,
are
looking
up.
They
are
Globe
says, that circumstances hitherto
(though,
doubtless,
very
far
from
their
in

is able to hold up its head, and sometimes to
have been unfavorable to the administra
occupy the front ranks of society ? It is be tention,) of quite all the comforts which this looking up. They have got up a splendid
Case of Absence of Mind—An English tion. There’s no doubt of that. 44 To a
-Bangor Meeh. $ Far. Fair, which was held last week. They too
cause respectable persons, of hesitating and world holds forth
paper gives the following as a case of ab rotten ship every wind is contrary,” says
are
waking
each
other
up.
They
are
compromising virtue, keep it in countenance.
Anecdote respecting Vicious Pleasure.
sence of mind, Which goes ahead of any
It is because there is nobody to speak plain —The following portrait of vicious pleas calling upon one and another to!be up and thing in this country: 44 A fond mother the Italian proverb.
doing.
They
are
every
year
introducing
ly in cases like these. And do you think ure is given by an ingenious writer, after
took her darling on her knee, and then a
A Heavy Claim.—A suit has been
that society is ever to be regenerated or pu the manner of Plato. 44 Pleasure,” says be, new inventions, and giving up old ones for loaf, intending 44 to make a piece of bread
rified under the influence of these unjust and 44 is a beautiful harlot, sitting in her chariot, better. Every thing begins to be upward, and butter for it,” as people say hereabouts, brought against the first and third Munici
palities of New Orleans, for the restitution
Why, then,
pusillanimous compromises ? I tell you nev whose four wheels are pride, gluttony, lust and no longer doiünwtird.
but by a strange fatality she battered the
er. So long as vice is suffered to be fash and idleness. The two horses are pros should the old phrase44 down East,” be us child’s face, and cut its head off, and did not of a very large amount of property, and
ionable—so long as men only condemn it perity and abundance ; the two drivers are ed. We move, Sir, that it be changed to discover her mistake till she undertook to $500,000 damages. The suit is brought
on a claim founded on a grant made by the
when clothed in rags, there will never be indolence and security.
Her attendants Üt East, and Call for the yeas and nays.
feed the loaf.”—Focus.
French government in 1/45, arid the prop
Maine Farmer.
any radical improvement. You may multi and followers are guilt, grief, repentance,
erty
claimed is estimated to be worth $4.ply Temperance Societies, and Moral Re fifany,)and often death and ruin__ Many
Women.—Women make their advances 000,000.
’
New Dovetail.—.A new method of dove
form Societies : you may pile up statute great men, many strong men, many rich
as Time makes his. At twenty, when a
tailing
has
recently
been
discovered,
and
a
books of laws against gambling and dishon men, many hopeful men, and many young
swain approaches to pay bis devoirs, they
Mr. Renj. Hallowell, an astronomer at
esty ; but so long as the timid homages of men have come to their end by her, but machine to cut the wood, so that it is done exclaim with an air of languid indifference
the fair and honored are paid to splendid in never any enjoyed full and true Content by with great despatch. Instead of the two —4 Who is he ?’ At thirty, with a prudent Alexandria, D. C, made exact observations
on the late eclipse, and is of opinion from
edges of board which are to be fastened
iquity, it will be all in vain. So long will it means of her.”
together being cut in alternate notch look towards the ways and means, the ques the radiation of certain red rays visible'
be felt, that the voice of the world is not
tion is—4 What is he ?’ At forty, much around the edge of the moon, that this plan
The Female Heart.—The female heart es and teeth, the hook and groove are Cut
against the sinner, but against the sinner’s
anxiety
manifests itself to make the hyme- etary body has an atmosphere.
perpendicularly
upon
the
edges
of
the
boards
garb. And so long every weapon of associ may be compared to a garden, which, when
nial
selections,
and the query changes itself
ation, and every baton of office, will be but cultivated, presents a continual succession respectively, those edges being each bevelled into—4 Which is he ?’ But at fifty, the
upon
an
angle
of
forty
five
degrees,
or
so
as
of
fruits
and
flowers,
to
regale
the
soul
and
Slander.—-The New Hampshire States
«i missile together against the leviathan, that
anxious expectant prepares to seize upon any
man says that a case was tried last week in'
is wallowing in the low marshes and stag delight the eye; but, when neglected, pro to divide the right equally. On the edge of prey, and exclaims—4 Where is hé ?’
ducing a crop of the most noxious weeds ; one board the groove is cut, and the hook
that town, of considerable interest. Col.'
nant pools of society.
large and flourishing, because their growth upon the other. It is a very pretty as well
Knox, of Pembroke, uttered discreditable
A cane of ordinary dimensions, was late
is in proportion to the Warmth and richness as useful and economical invention. The
THE NOBILITY OF LABOR.
words against the character of his brother’^
ly
presented
to
a
gentleman
of
Newcastle,
wife ; on account of which he was prosecut
of the soil from which they spring. Then inventor is Mr. Davis, who has one of the
BY ORVILLE DEWEY.
England, which contained within it the fol
machines in operation at Castle Garden.
ed, convicted, and fined $1000, with osts1
So material do I deem this point—the let this ground be faithfully cultivated ; let
lowing materials.
Two inkstands, pens,
Jour, of Com.
the
mind
of
the
young
and
lovely
female
be
of suit: a pretty sum to pay for spet&iW
true nobility of labor, I mean—that I would
penknife, ivory folder, lucifer matches, seal idle words.
stored
with
useful
knowledge,
and
the
influ

dwell on it a moment longer, and in a lar
The Cedars of Lebanon.—(c In 1/60, ing wax, a wafer stamp, wax taper, several
ger view. Why then in the great scale of ence of woman, though undiminished in seventeen are mentioned to have been seen ; sheets of post letter paper and card paper, a
power,
will
be
like
44
diamond
of
the
des;
things is labor ordained for us ? Easily,
Flour in Maine.—'The last Eastern Re
afterwards
twelve are described ; now sev complete and highly finished set of drawing
!
had it so pleased the Great Ordainer, might ert,” sparkling and pure, whether surround- en
publican
says that the quality of Maine
instruments,
ivory
rule
and
scale,
lead
and
only remain ; and the prophecy appears
it have been dispensed with. The world ed by the sands of desolation, forgotten and 'at last to be fulfilled, that the time would hair pencils, India rubber, India ink, and a wheat was never better than the present
itself might have been a mighty machinery unknown, or pouring its refreshing streams ’come, when the rest of the trees of his for beautiful and well poised magnetic compass ; year, although the quantity is not so great as
through every avenue of the social and mor- '
for the production of all that man wants.
al fabric.
<est should be so few, that a child might the whole so arranged as to admit any in it was last year. The editor of the Repub
lican says he has purchased home grown
The motion of the globe upon its axis
strument being used with facility.
write them.’ ”—Ch. x. v. 19.
flour
nearly or quite as white, and much
might have been going forward without
Manners.—I make it a point of morality
man’s aid, bouses might have arisen like an never to find fault with another for his man
Old Bread,—the oldest known.—Nott’s sweeter than western flour. When the
The
difference
between
war
and
peace
exhalation,
ners. They may be awkward or graceful, has been well defined by one of the an Review says that the antiquary may be quality of Maine flour st present, is compar
“ With the sound
blunt or polite, polished or rustic, I care not cients : 44 In the time of peace the sons gratified with the sight of a loaf of bread up ed with What it was half a dozen years ago,
Of dulcet symphonies and voices sweet
what they are, if the man means well and bury their fathers ; in time of war the wards of seven hundred years old. It was no one will doubt that it may become equal
Built like a temple
acts from honest intentions without eccen fathers bury their sons.”
included in a grant of the crown in the in every respect to the Best western flbur.
gorgeous furniture might have been placed
tricity or affectation. All men have not the
reign of King John, and has remained with There is enough raised in Penobscot the
in them, and soft couches and luxurious
advantage of good society, as it is called, to
the writings of the estate in the Soars’ fami present year for the Consumption of the in
banquets spread, by hands unseen ; and
What sculpture is to a block of marble, ly of Ambaston, in Derbyshire, ever since. habitants, and the editor hopes not andtfei
school them in all its fantastic rules and cer
man, clothed with fabrics of nature’s weav
emonies, and if there is any standard of man education is to a human soul ; the philoso Our Kegworsh correspondent says he has barrel will be imported.
ing, rather than imperial purple, might
ners, it is founded on reason and common pher, the saint, or the hero, the wise, the seen and handled it at intervals during the
have been sent to disport himself in those
sense, and not upon those artificial regula good, or the great man very often lies hid last fifty years, and finds no alteration ex «r TZrîble. Pun^hment.—Mf. Secrétarÿ
Elysian palaces. 4 Fair scene 1’ I imag
tions. Manners, like conversation, should in a Plebian, which a proper education cept what may have arisen from the pilfer Woodbury has addressed a circular to the
ine you saying : 4 fortunate for us had it
collectors of public moneys, instructing
be extemporaneous and not studied. I al might have disinterred and brought to light. ing of a few crumbs by the curious.
been the scene ordained for human life!’
them in no case hereafter to use it for pri
ways suspect a man who meets me with the
But where, then, tell me, had been human
vate purposes,44 under penalty of the Pres
same perpetual smile on his face, the same
When our estate in this world is perplex
energy, perseverance, patience, virtue, he
Too Extravagant.—A thrifty old dame, ident’s displeasure.” The public moneys’
congeeing of the body, and the same pre ed and Uncertain, we should be more than
roism.
in by-gone years, made a pudding fora fam will doubtless be safe hereafter.
meditated shake of the hand. Give me the ordinarily concerned to make sure of some
ily dinner. Extravagant as she thought
Cut off with one blow from the world :• hearty, it may be rough, grip of the hand,
thing, that we may not be miserable in both she had beén,she was rather mortified to
Portland Advertiser.
and mankind had sunk to a crowd of Asiat the careless nod of recognition, and when worlds.
find that her boarders were too hoggish to
ic voluptuaries. No it had not been fortu occasion requires, the homely bm welcome
Thé ship John W. Cater arrived at Ban
appreciate her kind’ attention to their wants gor on Thursday, 4th inst. from New York,
nate.—-Better that the earth be given to man salutation. 4 How are you, my friend’ ?’
Conundrum.
—
Why
is
the
life
of
an
edit

—and in relating her trials to a neighbor, having on board three companies of United'
as a dark mass, whereupon to labor. Bet
or like the Book of Revelations ?—Because
ter that rude and unsightly materials be
Fashion.—Fashion is, for the most it is full of 44 types* and shadows,” and a she pathetically exclaimed—44 I made a States Artillery and Officers, destined foi
pudding to-day, and put' a whole egg in it
provided in the ore-bed and in the forest, part, nothing but the ostentation of
mighty voice, like the sound of many wa but after all, out folks Woüld Cat ôhffer on the Houlton station. The ship will remain
for him to fashion to splendor and beauty, riches.
i
to receive and transport two companies of
ters, saying unto him—Write!
Inlantry. new at Huulton, to Florida.—
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

STATE OF MAINE,
The Argus has published a letter purport
ing
to
be
from
Gov.
Kent
to
certain
Indians
MAIL ARTICLES,
FOREIGN NEWS
BY THE GOVERNOR.
at Old Town. Whether it is a correct copy
IMPORTANT
CORRESPONDENCE.
or not'we do not know, but as there has
A PROCLAMATION
Arrival of the Royal William.—The steam
been some talk of late about the difficulties
er Royal William arrived at New York
The Northeastern Boundary.—From the
BOR A DAY OF
in the Penobscot tribe, we think this a good PUBLIC PRAISE AND THANKSGIV
about 11 o’clock, Wednesday forenoon.-— following correspondence, which we copy
opportunity to state summarily, the facts, as
London dates were received of the 19th | from lhe Fredericton Sentinel, it will be per
ING.
we understand them. It is known to most
Sept., and Liverpool to the 20th,—the day j ceived that by the very judicious course pur
The people of this State, having at the com
of our readers that a difficulty has existed mencement of the year, at the request o|
the Royal William sailed. The political and | sued by Gov. Kent, of Maine, he is likely to
for several years in the tribe, in relation to i the Executive and in accordance with an esmiscellaneous news is without much interest. I obtain the object proposed by the Resolve of
their Government. By the ancient and es I tablished custom, unitedly and publicly con
The commercial news is important, and has the Legislature of that State, by procuring
tablished laws and customs of the tribe, the fessed their transgressions, and implored a
had an important effect upon the New York such a survey as is necessary for explaining
Governor and Lieutenant Governor, were I blessing upon the labors of the coming seathe claim ofthe State, in relation to the line of
Grain Market.
elected for life, and at each election a depu ! son ; and the Almighty Ruler of the Universe
We are told that the price of wheat has1 boundary, without any opposition on the part
tation from at least two friendly tribes were ■ having
_ ________
_____ to remember and bless
Increased in England,—of the admission of. ofthe local authorities. Such a result, will
been pleased
called in to give their assent and to induct i ns
more than common mercies; it beforeign wheat at a shilling,—and the news be of great importance in future discussions
them into office. A part of the tribe became comes us in compliance with another vener
that the crop of wheat will not be abundant. ! of the question, by settling some questions of
dissatisfied, and have been in favor of abro able custom of our fathers, at the close of the
The Express tells us, that the advices ( fact which now rest upon disputed author
gating the old law and of electing their offi ingathering of lhe bounteous harvest, and in
brought by the Royal William caused a ' ity.— Boston Daily Adv.
cers yearly, or for a limited time.
This di the midst of the abundant productions of the
good deal of sensation in the flour market. |
State of Maine.
vision has created two parties, bitterly hating earth, to unite in the observance of a day
As soon as the prices were generally known, j Copy.
Executive Department,
?
Augusta, Sept. 25, 1838. J
and resisting each other. Deputations from of Thanksgiving and Praise to the Au
the holders put up the price instantly to 89.
each party have attended the Legislature for thor of all good and the Father of all mer
Some of the buyers went into the market, To His Excellency Major General Sir John
several years past, each urging their own cies.
and took several lots at this price; but gen
Harvey, Lieutenant Governor ofthe
claims. A.year or two since, the new party
erally the large holders refused to sell any
Province of New Brunswick.
I do, therefore, with the advice and consent
proceeded to elect a Governor, but his elec of lhe Council, appoint Thursday, the twen
parcels over five hundred barrels at that rate.
Sir, —I have the honor to enclose to your
tion has never been considered of any validi ty-ninth day of November next, to be ob
About the only items of miscellaneous Excellency a copy ofa Resolve passed by the
ty, as the other tribes were not called in. served as a day of public Praise and Thanks
Legislature of the’ State of Maine, and approv
news received are the following :
During the present season, however, a depu giving ; and the people of this State are re
ed
by
the
Governor
March
23d,
1838,
and
al

Austrian Italy.—The Emperor Ferdinand
tation from the Passamaquoddy and St. quested to assemble on that day, in their res
so
io
inform
you
that
th§
contingencies
there

I. was crowned Sept. 6fh, in the Duerno of
John tribes, appeared at Old Town to con pective places of public worship, and to uMilan, as King of the Lombardo Venitian ! in named not having occurred, and the Com
sider and advise what course should be ta nite in religious exercises appropriate to the
States. The scene was almost as brilliant as! mission referred to not having been establish
ken. A council was held, and the result was, occasion.
the Coronation of Queen Victoria.
j ed, it became my imperative duty after the Commerce of New Orleans.—Levy’s New that
the Passamaquoddy tribe were in favor
May it be a day consecrated to the high
The birthday of the Sultan was celebrated first, day of September instant, to appoint suit Orleans Price Current contains a statement
of electing a new Governor,—thè St. John and holy purpose of devout gratitude to Al
at Smyrna on the 24th of August, with a able Commissioners and Surveyors for lhe of the quantities of different kinds of produce
tribe
opposed.
The
new
party,
however,
pomp Unknown up to that time. The pres purposes specified in said Resolve, and that received at that market from the interior, du with their friends from Passamaquoddy de mighty God, for his mercies and blessings, un
Let us thank
ence of the Turkish fleet, and of the three 1 have appointed and commissioned John G. ring the past year. The whole is estimated termined to proceed. The other party be merited and yet unnumbered.
God, that our civil and religious liberty is
Pachas, imparted to it an additional degree of Deane, Milford P. Norton and James Irish, to exceed in value 875,000,000. Among the
came
much
exasperated,
and
the
Indians
continued to us ; that our rights have been
importance.
Nothing in the annals of Esq’rs, as Commissioners ; and William P. principal articles are, 750,000 bales cotton, 40,threatened to spill each other’s blood.
In protected and vindicated, and that peace, the
Smyrna had hitherto been comparable to it. Panott, as Surveyor under said Resolve.
000
hogsheads
tobacco,
310,000
barrels
flour,
this state both parties came to Governor first desire and greatest blessing of civilized
I have also the honor to inform your
Ou the preceding night the city and the ship
50,000 hhds. sugar, 40,000 hhds. molasses Kent, and after hearing them, he advised and christain nations,, has been uninter
ping in the port were illuminated.
The Excellency, that I have instructed the said 150,000 barrels pork, 12.000 hhds. bacon,
them to stop further proceedings at present ruptedly enjoyed by our State ; that wasting
fleet, and the foreign vessels in the harbor, at Commissioners and Surveyor, to proceed to 250,000 kegs of lard, 310,000 pigs of lead, &c,
—that the Passamaquoddy and St. John’s In and destroying pestilence has not visited us,
the Eastern Boundary Line of this State, and
daybreak, appeared decorated with flags.
dians should give their advice in writing— and that health and strength have been so re
Letters from Egy pt say that the long war to explore and examine the country border
Sickness in the West.—The La Porte Coun and that when the Council met he would markably preserved to our people ; that the
fare between the Pacha and the rebellious ing on the same, and to ascertain how far any ty find.) Whig ot Sept. 15th, says that sick
endeavor to have measures taken so that the earth has been clothed in beauty and magline
of
exploration
or
otherwise
has
been
Druses in Syria has been terminated by ar
ness prevails to an alarming extent through Penobscot tribe should meet and vote on lhe nificence for the gratification as well as the
traced
and
marked
towards
the
North
West
rangement, the Druses submitting and giving
out the whole northern part of Indiana, and, question, and if a majority were in favor of comfort of man , that the seed, committed to
hostages. They state, also, that the Pacha Angle of Nova Scotia, as claimed by Maine in fact, throughout Illinois and Michigan.
a new organization, then the other tribes it in confidence and hope, watered and quick
and
the
United
States,
and
to
follow
lhesame,
has consented to pay the arrears of tribute to
examining the face of the country, the The sickness is attributed to the continued should be called in and a new Governor ened by the rain and dews and sunshine of
the Sultan.
dry and sultry weather. The brooks have elected. To this, both parties assented, and heaven, has yielded a plentiful harvest; and
The French expedition against Mexico is streams, and ascertaining elevations—and to been dried up, and the lakes have fallen sev
agreed to abide by his advice.
But after re that we are now surrounded by the abundant
a subject which daily, more or less, occupies move on a due North Line towards th# height eral inches, leaving on their margins an im
turning to Old Town, Sabattis Neptune, the productions of our soil, at once the gift and
the Paris press. The sailing of ships is men of land, where is to be found the spot which mense quantity of vegetable matter to decom
“ agitator” from Passamaquoddy, proceeded the proof of the kindness of our Father and
tioned in the following telegraphic despatch we claim as the North West Angle of Nova pose in the sun, causing miasma, sickness and
anew, and started to organize. The other our God.
Scotia
—
making
careful
observations
of
all
published in the Moniteur :—
party said if they did proceed they would
facts relative to the character of the country, death.
Whilst we remember and recount our tern‘•The Vulcan and Cyclop bomb-vessels, and bearing upon the question pending be
fight to the death, and the Indian Agent had poral mercies, let us acknowledge, with still
and the Zebra brig of war, sailed from Tou tween the two Governments ; and also in
Gov. Kent
Sickness in the West.—Land Sales.—The great difficulty in preventing it.
lon on the 11th September for the Gulf of like manner tracing and examining the citizens of Northern Indiana have addressed a wrote several letters to the Indians, telling deeper gratitude, those which relate to our
moral and religious interests.
Mexico. They will be accompanied upon Northern Line along the Highlands, which petition to the President of the United States, them they must not-fight,—but finding that
Let us thank God for the means of educa
their departure from the Straits by the Co- divide the Rivers falling into the St. Law asking a postponement of the sales of the they did not regard him, and that strong lan
tion and intellectual improvement, which
cyle steamer.”
public
lands
in
that
1
section.
They
give
as
guage
alone
would
answer,
he
wrote
them
rence, from those falling into the Atlantic
reach even the humblest citizen of our repub
The Toulonnis of the 9th September states
their reasons for making this request, that in language which they could understand, lic ; for all the moral influences which are in
Ocean.
that each of these bomb-vessels carried out
In short the object of the expedition is, to “ there is now prevailing throughout all that and such as Indians use, that there must be operation to enlighten, to purify, and to ele
500 shells.
ascertain by examination upon the face of the section an unparalleled epidemic, that is car nd fighting, and if there was any he should vate the whole community and the whole
Letters in some of the French papers say earth, lhe actual facts , and the practicability rying hundreds to their graves, and thous despatch a sufficient force with the Sheriff
family of man ; and above all, that, in the
that the Swiss cantons are making military of running and locating a due North Line, ac ands to their sick beds, while their crops are to take them all off.
This declaration had midst of the corruptions and wickedness of
preparations to resist the demand of the cording to our construction of the treaty — rotting in the field unharvested ; amid such the desired effect.
And it is admitted by all the land, and of the zealous efforts of atheism
French for the expulsion of Louis Bonaparte and to obtain a topographical report of the universal distress that it renders it impossible who understand the situation of affairs, that
and infidelity, the pure and holy and sanctity—or rather, the consequences of refusal.
country, particularly about the North West for the settlers to make the necessary exer- the fear of immediate arrest and punishment ing religion of Jesi'is Christ is yet “a lamp to
Portland Advertiser.
their
tions to obtain the means of purchasing
alone, prevented a deadly and fatal Indian our feet and a light to our path,” supporting
Angle of Nova Scotia.
fight.—Bangor Whig fy Courier.
The sole design of this Note is, to give humble homes.”
by its influence the only sure foundations of
The Providence Journal, on the authority
your Excellency the facts relative to the na
civil government, and sustaining by its prom
of a passenger in the Royal William, relates .
Brick Laying Match.—A match at brick
ture and object ofthe expedition under pres
(f^The New-York Courier says that the ises the hopes of the bumble, and by its prin
the following incidents in her late voyage.
ent instructions, that you may understand the laying came off on Friday last, on one of Mr. first session which gives the Whigs a major ciples the virtue and holiness of the devout
The vessel had a very boisterous passage, 1
exact state of the matter ; knowing that there Carmichael’s sections of the Qroton Aqueduct, ity in Congress, will bring to light an endless disciple.
having had 17 days of westerly winds. The '
are many vague rumors and unfounded re- between R. H. Nicholson, of Hartford, Conn, number of abuses. One fact brought out by
As we assemble around the table of God’s
owners, it appears, desirous to make the most
■ ports, on this subject, tending to mislead and aged 21 years, and G. B. Neagle, of Philadel the late Post Office investigating committee bounty, on this our annual festival, and re
out of the voyage, dispensed with 70 tons *of
phia, aged 19. The parlies commenced their is worthy of note.
Francis P. Blair, editor member in gratitude and with thanksgiving,
coal, and took in its place the same quantity of deceive.
With great respect,
labor at 6 o’clock in the morning, on the roof of the Globe, received from the 30th of De his mercies to us as a people, and as individ
merchandise. The head winds keeping her
ing arch of the Acqueduct, and at half past cember, 1831, to the 26th of October, 1833, uals in our social and domestic relations, let
1 have the honor to be,
out a few days longer than was calculated, her
Your most obedient servant,
11, Neagle being of a light frame, found his the sum of 821,634 90—for post office us remember, in kindness and sympathy, the
fuel fell short, and every thing of wood, such
(Signed)
EDWARD KENT,
strength failing, and gave up, having laid the printing—while he appeared on the Blue poor, the oppressed and destitute ; let us cher
as spars, plank, etc. were sawed up to supply
Governor ofthe State of Maine.
incredible quantity of three thousand seven Book for only 14,371 57. Thus is the Unit ish those kind ami benevolent affections,
the boilers with fuel. In water, they were
hundred brick in five and a half hours. Nich ed States Treasury defrauded, and it only which shall lead us to smooth the rough paths
Copy.
-----equally short, and for several days previous to
Government House, Fredericton, N. B.
olson continued until 12 P. M., at which time needs a Whig Congress to bring to light the of life, regarding each other in the spirit of
her arrival, the passengers were put on an al
October 1, 1838. ■
he had laid five thousand three hundred and frauds that have been committed by the paid charity, as brethren of one common Father,
lowance of a pint a day. Fearing that they
,
Sir,—I have the honor to ack nowledge lhe fifty bricks. The work was performed in the hirelings of the administration.
and bound together by the indissoluble ties of
should be unable to reach New York, it was
receipt, by the hands of J. S. Little, Esquire, presence ot the Acqueduct inspectors, sub.
Bangor Whig
Cour.
a common nature and a common destiny.
determined on Tuesday to put in at Newport,
’ of your Excellency’s communication of the sequenlly examined by the engineers, and
And the people of this State are requested
as it appeared by their chronometer that they
! 25th ultimo, enclosing the copy ofa “Resolve” pronounced well done. It is true every facil
Baltimore Mob.—The defeat of the loco fo- to abstain from their usual labors on that day,
were then not far off. But it seems that in
ofthe Legislature of the State of Maine, and ity was extended to the parties ; but when cos in tne city of Baltimore so exasperated and from all recreations, inconsistent with the
consequence of an accident that happened that
informing me that you have appointed Com the situationfof the work, and the excellence the band.of vagabonds in the service of Mr. due observance of a solemn festival of devout
day to the chronometer, they had made a mis
missioners and Surveyors under that Resolve, with which it is required to be done, are con Van Buren, that they assembled about mid thanksgiving.
take in their reckoning of 150 miles, and in
and have furnished them with instructions, sidered, we believe a greater amount of labor night and attempted to destroy the printing
Given at the Council Chamber, in Augus
stead of being near Newport, they found them
of which your Excellency has been pleased in- the same space of time, is not on record. office ofthe Baltimore Chronicle, an influen
ta, this second day of October, in the year
selves suddenly approaching Long Island
to detail to me the substance.
An average day’s work is twelve hundred.
tial and spirited Whig paper. Resistance
of our Lord, orfe thousand eight hundred
shore. Great alarm was felt onboard, until
After having seen the Resolutions adopted
H. R. Chronicle.
was made, the Whigs rallied in defence of
and thirty-eight, and in the sixty-third
they met a ship from New York, which in
by the Congress of the United States on the
their press, the military was called out and
year of the Independence of the United
formed them of their error. Had the weath
4th of July last, I confess I had not expected
The Charleston papers announce the death the mob of loco focus was driven off with
States of America.
er been thick at the time, as it was 12 hours
any further action on the part of the State of of Mr. Hibbert, the mate of the Pulaski, who out accomplishing their purpose.
The city
EDWARD KENT.
after, nothing could have saved them from
Maine, in reference to a question which is escaped in a boat, with Mrs. Nightingale and was in great uproar through the night.
In BY THE GOVERNOR.
shipwreck. She had 72 passengers.
now in discussion betwixt the two Gener others, on the wrecking of that vessel, and deed, there was riotous disturbance at the
SAMUEL P. BENSON, Secretary of State.
al Governments, with, as I firmly believe, a who has survived the fury of the waves but a polls, which prevented some aged people
Sub-Treasury Operation.—We understand
sincere desire to bring it to an early and sat few months to fall under the withering hand from voting.—Kennebec Journal.
The Canadas.—The Montreal Courier of
that the citizens of the Cherokee counties,
isfactory close.
of death.
Friday mentions a report that the despatches
have recently had an opportunity of witnes
Ofthe courtesy of your Excellency’s com
A Town Undermined.—The Natchez Free from Lord Glenelg, received by the last pack
sing and feeling the practical operations of
munication, I beg you to believe that I am
Benjamin RathbuRn, accompanied by the Trader ofthe 25th ultimo, describes the be et from England, were addressed to Lord
the Sub-Treasury system, in a manner quite
perfectly sensible ; and when in reply thereto, Sheriff of Gennesee county, arrived in Au ginning of an avalanche or sinking of the Durham, or the person administering the gov
calculated to prepossess them in its favor.
I inform your Excellency, that i shall not burn on Saturday afternoon last in the stage earth on the margin ofthe landing at Vicks ernment.—Also, that Sir John Colborne will
The troops which had been engaged in col
deem it necessary to interfere with a mission, from the west. The Daily News says, Mr. burg, which threatens serious damage to the be appointed Governor-in-Chief, on the de
lecting the Indians for removal, having been
whose operations shall be confined to the R. was under no restraint from the officer ac Pinckard Hotel, commencing near the bot parture of the Earl of Durham.
disbanded earlier than was anticipated, it be
purpose stated in your Excellency’s Letter, companying him ; but on reaching the Amer tom of Main street, and running southwardly
came necessary to sell the corn and bacon, namely, that of merely obtaining topographi
General Lamar has been elected President
ican Hotel, was left free to receive the friend as far as the railway.
and other provisions which had been procur
cal information, it is incumbaut upon me to ly salutations of several acquaintances, in
The large warehouse owned by Messrs. of the Texan Republic.
ed for their use by the Government officers.
add that it wifi-be my imperative duty, not to
Coal.—One hundred and sixty two vessels,
The sales, says the Southern Whig, “ were suffer any infringement ofthe possession and obedience to the stern mandates of the law, Corfrew & Watts, at the upper part of the
soon after, he walked to the prison.
Levee, near the bottom of Main street, began the majority Americans, have entered at Picduly advertised—but lo and behold I when
jurisdiction which Great Britain holds in the
lo give way, and in the course of a day or two, tou for coal this season.
the goods were placed under the hammer,
Territory in dispute, until the question of
Another Globe Falsehood Nailed.—The became a ruin, allowing time for the occu
the wondrous workings of the Sub-Treasury
It is said that several gentlemen from
Right is decided.
Globe recently asserted the following :
pants to remove goods, &c.
system (which Mr. Cambreling declares is
Charleston, S. C. are about making a visit to
With great respect,
This
house
was
once
owned
by
Judge
“ It appears that Tallmadge is a director in
now in successful operation,) would not
the West India Islands, to witness tor them
I have the honor, &c. &c.
five banks, and has been one of the principal Lane, and rented for 812,000 per annum ; at
suffer any thing hut Treasury notes or specie
selves the effects of emancipation on the
(Signed)
J. HARVEY,
speculators, in that section of the country, in the present lime, it rented for about 8,000, to
to be received in payment for them.
The
Lt. Governor of H. B. Majesty’s Province
several occupants, whose business and goods slaves and on the owners of the plantations,
city lots and fancy stocks.”
consequence was, that the goods sold brought
of New Brunswick.
The New Orleans Bee says that unless
about one fourth, and in many instances not
The Poughkeepsie Journal of the 3d inst. must of necessity be much injured by such a
To His Excellency Governor Kent, &e. &c.
one tenth of their real value, and were bid
announces that Mr. Tallmadge is not a direc speedy' removal. Several other houses are some unfortunate accident intervene, the ex
in by government agents and favorites, who
««y bank whatever. Yet the Globe swerving from their perpendicular.—The cess of the sugar crop over last year will be
The above is precisely the course which it tor
beautiful new house, commenced by McDow not less than 20,000 hogsheads, an amount
sold them to the citizens at enormous profits,
makes
him
a director in five banks!
was reasonable to expect would be pursued
ell, nearly opposite the late Pinckard House, which will render this year’s product almost
for the very money which the government
in the event of the Governor of Maine acting
Frauds practiced at the Election.—The Hal has been badly cracked by the sinking of the equal to 1828.
officers had but the day before paid to the upon the Resolutions of last session. If our
foundation.
people, and were then paying to the people
lowell Chronicle says
American neighbors have any doubt as to
Mechanics are said to be very scarce m
“ We have also been presented with a spec
for all contracts with them. And yet this is
the correctness of their claims, let them be
Shocking Murder.—We have a letter from Mobile. Wages average from $3 00 to §350
an administration which finds zealous sup
imen of lhe votes used in some towns by the
satisfied upon the subject. It would be inju
porters in Georgia, and among those too who
Van Burenites, showing conclusively that a gentleman at North Bennington, Vermont, per day.
dicious and impolite in the extreme, to deny
dated Wednesday morning, stating that on
One hundred and sixty hands are employ
Witnessed this most stupendous fraud, not
there was fraud of the deepest dye practiced
them such an indulgence ; particularly when
only upon the government, but likewise up
on the day of election, by double voting. In Tuesday evening the wife of Philemon Bates, ed in some of the N. Carolina gold mines, and
in this way considerate and intelligent men,
on the people in that section of the State.
all those towns where the Van Buren party of that place, was shot through the head by it is said that pieces weighing two and three
which we presume the Commissioners are,
her husband’s brother Archibald with a rifle. pounds have been found.
There were large quantities of good bacon
had a majority of the Selectmen, we have
will be enabled to form more correct notions
At the moment of this fiend-like murder, Mrs.
sold for 4 to 5 cents per lb. which command
reason to believe that instructions were given
, of the magnitude ofthe exhorbitant and exLouisville, Ky. is represented as being very
Bates was sitting with her infant in her arms,
ed
forthwith
from
the
citizens
three
times
by
the
leaders
of
the
party,
to
receive
any
!
..
......
1..
C.™
iltAta
f-i.tr
tiirli
intj
“S
which the Gov- ttaordinary claim of the State by which
near a stand on which was a candle, the light sickly.
Van
Buren
vote,
and
to
reject
as
many
as
pos

Mic tiuiuuiii , vvituc
,
m.o cant nt, tha nrpspnt tnni- nf nnsprvaernment paid one dollar and fifty cents per. |j they are sent on the present tour of observa sible of the whigs. A fearful responsibility of which enabled the murderer to take his
Three or four hundred houses will be built
tion.—Fredericton Sentinel.
bushel, was sold in many instances lor one
rests upon the planners of this nefarious deadly aim.
in Cincinnati the present year.
The husband of Mrs. Bates had just left the
fourth the sum, which was bid in by those
The Secretary of the Navy, it is thought, scheme. They may reap the fruits of their
It is said that Major Stevens is about mar
favorites who could procure the Treasury says the Alexandria Gazette, will establish a iniquity, by places of emolument and high room, being called out by his father, who de rying a Kentucky girl seven or eight feet m
sired
to
inform
him
that
Archibald
had
been
notes or specie, and instantly sold to lhe line of Government Steam Packets, between trust,—-but an hour will come when a retro
her stockings. The lady was the first smit
people for the money which the Government Mexico and New Orleans, to run during the spection of acts of such moral turpitude will heard, that afternoon, to threaten her life.
ten.—Argus.
The
murderer
fled,
but
was
pursued
and
ohad paid its debts with, at prices three or continuance of the French blockade.
plant a sting in their bosoms, which repent
vertaken. Powder and balls were found in
There are upwards of fifty millions of
four times as great.’’—Augusta Chronicle.
ance itself cannot efface.
The steamboat inspectors at Cincinnati, un
“ The whigs of Maine will stand to their his pockets ; yet he denied the commission of yards of various fabrics manufactured
Gov. Everett, in his speech at New Bed der the act of Congress, have condemned the
Lowell annually.
arms. Their banner, on which is inscribed m the crime.—A. K Com. Adv.
ford in behalf of the Bunker Hill monument, boilers of several boats, and they consequent
characters of living light, ‘ Equal and exact
Wheat is selling in Penobscot County fa’
said : “ Had 1 the wealth of the Indies, and ly have discontinued running.
Forgery.—At a circuit court of the U. States
justice to all,' will still spread itself to the
the strength ot a giant, I would carry the top
held at Wiscasset, last week, Josiah Phillips, $1 25 cents a bushel. In Rochester, N. Y*
John B. Henderson, indicted for forging breeze of Heaven.”
of that shaft beyond the flight of the EagleEsq. of Kittery, Justice oj the Peace, was tried $1 87.
nay, I would raise it to the home of the sun Treasury Notes, has been sentenced by the
Dr. Johnson is good authority, and Dr*
for forging affidavits to obtain pensions for his
criminal court of the District of Columbia, to
Saco Banks—The Manufacturers Bank,Sa Mother and Aunt, and convicted. But in con Johnson says of the publisher of a newspa-'
beam
pay a fine of fifty dollars, and to be imprison co, has declared a dividend of four per cent. sequence of his deformity he was sentenced per—Whatever is mean is attributed to Bity
ed for ten years at hard labor in the peniten- The York Bank has also declared a dividend to only ninety days confinementt in York and whatever is good, is attributed to his
The steam packet Liverpool was to leave \...
Liverpool on the 20th Oct. for New York.
| tiary.
of four per cent.
Jail and pay a fine often dollars.—Argus.
.
J SISTANTS.
Border
According to the St.
Louis Bulletin of the 26th ulu a very intelli
gent and observant gentleman who has just
visited several tribes of Indians, expresses
the opinion that Gen. Gaines and others have
misapprehended the intention of the Chero
kees in inviting the various tribes to attend
their grand council.
He states that they are
by no means anxious to have collision with
the whites, and that he thinks their main ob
ject was to induce all the tribes near our bor
ders to move beyond the reach of our peo
ple. They are of opinion that their proximi
ty to the States has a most injurious effect up
on them ; that it breaks the spirit of the war
rior, brings upon them intemperance, and
for these reasons they are said to have some
idea of removing to places beyond our reach.
They have found out that they cannot con
tend against the Americans, and they say if
they are to be engaged in wars, they would
rather contend against men whose customs
and manners are similar to their own. If
the Cherokees resolve to remove, he thinks it
is probable they will be joined by the Kan
sas and other nations, who will make some
league of mutual protection and defence
against any new enemies that they may en
counter. If these really be their objects, no
one would regret it; and the good wishes of
all would attend them in their journeyings to
the South West.

<

ATE OF MAINE,
j
it?’The following correspondence has I Georgia election.—The returns of the
& been handed us for publication. We cannot,; votes given in this State for Congressmen, at
in justice to our own feelings, forbear ac-1 the recent election, show a large and unex-
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NEW GOODS.

H. GOULD has just received a new
• supply of Goods, among which are.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1838.
the following :—
companying it with an expression of deep re-' peeled whig gain, since the Presidential
Black, Blue, Inv. Green and Brown
THE ELECTIONS.
gret, that circumstances beyond human con-, election in 1836.
There are ninety-four
Broadcloths, Habit Cloth, for ladies’ cloaks,
Elections have recently taken place in trol have rendered necessary the separation i counties in the State, seventy of which have
Pilot Cloth, Black, Brown, Lavender and
several States in the Union, all of which therein asked for and granted. We presume I been heard from,.In these, the highest can
Dark Mixed Cassimeres, Hunter’s Cloth,,
have been contested on party grounds. To we run no risk in saying, that it is a didate on the whig ticket has a majority of
Blue, Drab, Lavender Mixed and Oxford
Mixed Sattinets, English and German Meri
the whigs, some of the results are unexpect I ov
source
mv kJ
oti ijuan-wiucgici,
heart-felt regret to
iu wcij
every member 3118 over the highest on the Van Buren
nos, Crape Camblet, Imitation Goat’s Hair
edly adverse, some unexpectedly favorable, of the Society with which Mr. Wells has j! ticket, showing a whig gain of 1316 since
do., Worsted do., English and American
and some differ very little from the calcúla been so long and so happily connected.
Prints, English Ginghams, Furniture Patch,.
He November 1836 ; and the lowest candidate
tions made in relation to them prior lo their will carry with him the kind regards and on the whig ticket has a majority of 1922 To the Honorable the Court of County Com Kattinet, Highland Plaid Shawls, Merino
missioners, within andfor the County of
do., Edinboro’ do*, ^Fancy Handkerchiefs,
occurrence. We publish below the returns best wishes, not only o f those who have en over the highest on the Van Buren. The
Brown and Bleached Sheetings and Shirt
so far as received.
UMBLY represent the undersigned, ings, Drillings, Ticking, Balling, Wadding
joyed his parochial labors, but of all among 22 counties which remain to be heard from
your
petitioners,
inhabitants
of
the
Colored Cambrics, Padding, Canvass, White
Connecticut.—Annual meetings for the us, of every denomination, who have witness gave a Van Buren majority of 1254, in 1836.
towns of Wells, York and South Berwick, in
choice of town officers were held in nearly ed his active efforts iu behalf of the intellect The whole whig ticket, it is more than proba said county, that a new road leading from Cambrics, Swiss Muslin, ‘ Bobinet Lace,
Woolen Gloves, Quality Binding, Twilled
half the towns in this State on the first Mon ual, moral and religious welfare of his fellow ble, is elected—six of whom are opposed to, Aaron Maxwell’s house, in said Wells, a
Tape, Black Italian and Canton Sewing
day in the present month. Returns from 95 men—his faithful labors in the cause of Him and three are in favor of, the sub-treasury bill. westerly course until it intersects the Tat- Silk, Twist, Linen and Cotton Thread, Cam
towns show that the democratic whigs have whose doctrines he has so clearly explained,
In 81 counties, 130 whigs and 116 Van nick road, so called, leading to Doughty’s bric and Lace Insertion, Silk and Cotton
Falls in North Berwick, would be of great
carried 60 of them, while the Locofocos have so eloquently advocated and so earnestly en Buren men have been returned to the State public benefit, utility and convenience, by Handkerchiefs and Cravats, Figured Swiss
Muslin, Silk and Cotton Velvets, Vesting,
but 32—and 3 are divided.
The locos, forced.—We sincerely hope that, in a more Legislature.
reason of the present inconvenient and very Striped Shirting, Bleached
Linen, Kid
headed by Mr. Senator Niies, made every congenial climate, his health will be fully re
circuitous route now travelled and establish Gloves, Coat Binding, Crash, Umbrella®,
New Jersey.—Members of Congress were ed between these places. They therefore
exertion to produce a result more favorable established, so that he may be enabled long
Corset Lacings, Colton Flannel, Factory
chosen in this State on the 9th and 10th inst., pray your Honors to grant a view of said
Warp, Red Serge, Yellow Flannel, Red do.,
to them, but they were nobly met and re to preach the Gospel “ in its simplicity,” and
Members of the State route for a new road, and that such pro White do., Russia Diaper, Plaid Silk Hand
by general ticket.
sisted by
the whigs.—Connecticut has to employ his talents and his powers 'in the
Legislature were also chosen on the same ceedings may be had on the premises that kerchiefs, Brown Linen, Scissor®, ’Pearl But
the road prayed for may be laid out and es tons, Plush, &c. &c.
thrown off’her allegiance to the corrupt ad promotion of the good work which is so days.
tablished as a public highway.
ministration of the National Government, dear to him.
Hard Ware.
The result of the
I
Congressional election
NATHANIEL KIMBALL,
Table Knives and Forks, Butcher do.,
and she will not again permit herself to be
At a meeting of the members of the first is not ascertained ;—the reports are contraand 74 others.
Sheath do., Saw Files, Plated Table Spoons,
shackled by its minions. Free, she is deter Parish in Kennebunk, October 15th, 1838,
dictory,—some declaring that
the whole
Tea do., Iron do., Brittimia do., Vest But
The
following
communication
was
made
mined to remain so.
STATE OF MAINE,
tons, Hooks & Eyes, Trunk Locks, Chest
whig ticket is elected by a small majority—
by the Rev. George W. Wells :—
York, ss—
do., Door do., Pins, Cotton Cards, Brittania
Maryland.—The first election for Gover
others
that
the
Van
Buren
ticket
has
suc

To the Members of the First Parish in Ken
Jit the regular session oj the County Commis Tea Pots, Ink Powder, Ink, Gimblets, Glass
nor and members of the State Legislature,
ceeded. The question can only be settled
nebunk. :
sioners of the County of York, begun and Paper, Door Latches, Butts and Screws,
under the new constitution, was held in Ma
Brethren and Friends—It is known to by the official returns, which will be pub
held at Alfred, within andfor said County Steel Pens, Pocket Books, Wallets, Pocket
of York, on the second Tuesday of October, Knives^Razors, Cattle Cards, Slates, Fine
ryland on the first Wednesday in the present you that for some time past the state of my lished in a few days.
health has been such as to prevent me from
A. D. 1838 *
Saws, Chisels, Hammers, Plane Irons, Razor
month.
Complete returns for Governor
The election for members of the State
paying a proper attention to my duties as
N the foregoing petition, Ordered that
Straps, Wood Knobs, Spectacles* Looking
give a majority of 241 votes for Grason, the your pastor, and to compel me, at times, to Legislature has resulted in the choice of 9
the Petitioners notify all persons and Glasses, &c. &c, &c.
Van Buren candidate.
Steele, the demo suspend my labors among you. The advice whigs and 8 Van Buren men to the Council;
corporations interested, that said Commis
Groceries.
cratic whig candidate, was unpopular in sev of physicians, as well as my own experience, and 20 whigs and 23 V, B. men to the lower sioners will meet at the Inn of Aaron Max
Young Hyson and Souchong-Tea, Molas
have satisfied me that 1 might have a better
well,
in
Wells
in
said
county,
on
the
twenti

eral of the counties, and fell several hundred
prospect of regaining and preserving my House—giving a whig majority on joint ballot eth day of November next, at ten of the ses, Sugar, Pork, Loaf Sugar, Cheese, Fine
behind the whig candidates for the State health by a removal into the interior. Under of 8.—A U. S. Senator is to be chosen by the clock in the forenoon, and will then proceed Salt, Rice, Saleratus, Nutmegs, Cloves, Pi
Legislature.
We are assured by the whig these circumstances 1 have, after much de next Legislature, in place of Mr. Southard to view the route for the highway prayed for, mento, Alum, Starch, Ginger, Tobacco,
Brooms, Chocolate, Prepared Cocoa, Can
papers of Maryland, that a majority of the vo liberation, concluded to ask ot you a dismis (whig) whose term expires on the 3d of and immediately after said view will, in some dles, Soda, Camphor, British Lustre, Olive
sion from the office which I now hold as
convenient
place
in
the
vicinity,
hear
ters in that Slate are decidedly opposed to the
Oil, Cayenne Pepper, Copperas, Sulphur,
your pastor and religious teacher.
I would, March, 1839.
the petitioners and those opposed to the
&c* &c. &c.
national administration, but were seriously di therefore, request that the dissolution of my
prayer of said petition.—Said notice to be
Ohio.—State officers and members of Con
—ALSO—
vided by local and other questions, which were pastoral relation to you may take effect on
by causing an attested copy of said peti
A general assortment of Crockery Ware*
verv improperly permitted to enter into the the twenty-first day of October. It is with gress were chosen in this State on Tuesday tion and this order thereon to be published
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 20, 1838.
Unofficial returns from 25 three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
discussion of the great political questions of very great reluctance that I make this re of last week.
quest : a reluctance which has been very counties, published in the Van Buren.papers, Gazette, a newspaper printed at Kennebunk,
the day, and thereby cause the result above much increased by the uniform regard and
CAPS.
show a large Van Buren gain.
These re in said county ; by causing the County At
GOOD assortment of Fur Seal, Nutra#
stated.—Twelve whigs and nipe locos have kindness with which you have ever treated
torney of said county, and the town Clerks
turns are given in round numbers and are of the towns of Wells, York and South Ber
Muskrat, Hair Seal, and Cloth Caps#
been elected to the Stale Senate, and it is me. But I do it, in the hope that your inter
for sale by
g. H. GOULD.
probably much exaggerated.
We shall be wick, in said county, respectively to be
ests
will
be
better
served
by
one
who
can
ascertained that 40 whigs and 35 locos have
bring to his work the vigor of health and enabled to give decisive information as to the served with like copies, and by posting up
—ALSO—
been returned to the House of Delegates; strength, and that, by a removal, my own
the same in three public places in each of
India Rubber Over Shoes, Gentlemen’s
result next week.
in two districts there are ties, and two mem health may be so improved, that 1 may be
said towns ;—the first of said publications Calf Pegged Boots, Thick do., Boys Thick
and each of the other notices to be thirty do., Children’s Thick do.
bers elected are claimed by both parties. enabled to labor more effectually in thecause
The Ingersoll fraud.—The attempt of
days at least, before the said twentieth day
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 20,1838.
There seems to be no doubt that there will of Christ.
1 feel deeply grateful, my friends, for the the Van Buren .party in the 3d congressional of November.
be a whig majority in joint ballot of the two kindness you have ever showed to me, and district in Pennsylvania, to cheat Mr. Naylor
~7~ PAPER?
Attest, H. H. HOBBS, Clerk.
branches;—this is of more importance than for the confidence you have reposed in me. out of his seat, it will be seen by the follow
CASES Letter and Writing Paper
Copy of Petition and order thereon,
different qualities—just received and foi
Attest, H. H. HOBBS, Clerk.
the election of Governor, as a U. S. Sena A connection of so many years standing, ing article, has been defeated :
sa|e
,
D. REMICH*
with which are associated so many recollec
tor is to be chosen by the next Legislature.
wm
~
The County.—We stated in our last the sit
Kennebunk, Oct. 16, 1838.
tions of duty, trial and enjoyment, cannot b?
Pennsylvania.—Elections for Governor, dissolved, on my part at least, without very uation in which the county returns were left T ATE PUBLICATlONS.-r-How sbqll I
STOP^THIEF.
~
on Friday afternoon. We learn that those
govern my School ? By E. C. Wines.
Members of the State Legislature and Mem painful feelings. My heart will still be with
Judges
who
were
willing
that
the
people
you. I can never forget your kindness, nor
SO Dollar Reward.
Hints on Popular Education : By E. C.
bers of the next Congress, were held in
can I cease to desire your temporal and eter should be heard, made out correct returns of Wines.
A MAN calling his name George WilPennsylvania on Tuesday, 9th inst.
Rimer, nal welfare. My prayer is, that our Heaven the County on return day, Friday, and hand
Fireside Education»: By the author of
liaMs, sold a yoke of Oxen stolen by
the present incumbent, was supported by the ly Father may, in his providence, soon pro ed them to the Sheriff—who, in fulfilment of Peter Parley’s Tales.
him on Monday evening last, to Mr. Davis
his
duties
forwarded
them
to
Harisburg.
De Tocqueville’s Democracy in America. for which he received $95 in Rowley money
whigs for re-election as Governor—Porter vide for you another pastor, whom you may
On Saturday, those return Judges who had
Health
and Beauty : By John Bell.
:n ami
most'y $5 bills. He is a man of short stature,
was the Locofoco candidate.
Ritner was find worthy of your confidence and faithful been unfortunately induced to hesitate be
Mora'Is and Manners : By Miss Martineau. sore eyes, down look, his eyes squinty, had
to your highest interests.
elected in 1835, in consequence of a divis
tween
duty
and
party
fealty,
carried
to
the
Your friend and pastor,
Incidents of Travel in Greece, Turkey, on a cap, blue coat velvet collar, striped
Sheriff another set of returns.—These of Russia and Poland : By the author of Inci
ion among the friends of th,e national admin
GEO. W. WELLS.
pants, he goes by different names, bis IcOfc so
course
could
not
be
sent
to
Harrisburg,
inas

Oct. 5th, 1838.
dents of Travel in Egypt, &c.
istration, one portion of whom supported
down cast that it is difficult to see his eyes.
much as one set of returns had already been
The Young Wife : By Dr. Alcott.
The above reward will be paid to any one
Whereupon it voted to comply with his
Gov. Wolf and another H. A. Muhlenburg.
forwarded.— U. States Gazette.
Victims of Gaming.
that will lead to his detection, by applying at
Ritner received the largest number of votes request, and a committee was appointed to
Woman as she should be : By Rev. Hub the Whittier House, Portland.
wait on Mr. Wells, which committee return
and was elected, although the united Jackson ed the following answer :—
Great Meeting of the People.—As we pre bard Winslow; and Woman in her social and
JAMES DAVIS, Haverhill.
dicted, the meeting held last evening, to take domestic Character ; By Mrs. John Sand
vote exceeded his by more than 12,000. Rev. George W. Wells :
Portland, Oct. 10, 1838.
into consideration the outrage committed by ford.
The administration party were united at
We, the Committee, selected from the certain Return Judges upon the Northern
Editors of Newspapers will confer a
Hoaryhead : By the author of the Young
the late election, and have succeeded in elect Fathers of your Parish, for the express pur Liberties, was the largest ever held within Christian.
favor by copying the above.
ing their candidate, by a majority, it is proba pose of communicating to you, in the most our recolection. At the very lowest calcula
Promotion of Domestic Happiness : By M.
respectful manner, the doings of this Society ,
WOTICE
ble, of six to eight thousand votes.—The re at the meeting called to take into considera tion, 5000 people were present, and but one Carey,
Memoir of Rev. Elijah P. Lovejoy.
np HS may certify that J have relinquished
turns for members of the State Legislature tion your letter of the 5th instant, asking a feeling pervaded this dense mass—that of in
dignation at the unprecedented attempt of a
Laws of Etiquette.
->iall claim to the services and earnings
are incomplete, hut there seems to be little or dismission from your parochial duties, as our few to deprive them of their most valuable
Annuals for 1839.—The Religious Sou of my son, Daniel H. Huston, a minor, un
Minister.
Tbe»painfu
’
l
reasons
you
have
as

no doubt that the Senate will contain a decid
right, that of suffrage.
venir : edited by Mrs. Sigourney.—The Gift. der the age of twenty-one years, and that he
signed, have convinced us of the necessity of
The greatest order and at the same time —The Violet.
ed majority of whigs, and that there will be a separation for the preservation of your val
is free to act and trade for himself, and that I
enthusiasm, prevailed.
Resolutions of the
a whig majority on joint ballot of the two uable life and restoration of your health.
In beautiful bindings.—British Poets ; do not hold myself accountable for any debts
most patriotic and determined chaiacter were
We therefore, your affectionate Parishioners, offered, and carried by acclamation, the meet Burns’ Poems; Lady of the Lake ; Lalla or contracts of his making.
houses.
JOSEPH HUNTON*
have
unanimously voted to comply with your ing having been previously addressed by Rophk ; Boquet ; Pope’s Homer ; Language
As far as heard from, eight whig and ten
Kennebunk, Oct. 5, 1838.
request, and thereby absolve you from the Messrs. Naylor, Hanna, Brewster, and others. of Flowers ; Campbell’s Poems, &c.
Van Buren Congressmen have been elected, connection so inexpressibly dear to the
Juveniles.—A great variety—from 1 cent
Phil. Morn. Herald.
being a whig net gain of two members, whole Parish.—We reciprocate, from our
to 1 dollar each.
rglHE subscriber having contracted with
hearts,
the
kind
sentiments
contained
in
thus far, although a most high-handed
Dedication.—The Baptist meeting house
the town of Kennebunk, to support
School Books.—A very extensive assort A
your
respectful
communication,
and
thank
and unprecedented attempt has been made,
—a neat and commodious building—erected ment.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
you for all your faithful services, and rejoice
by the Van Buren party in the third congres with you in the success of your labors at Kennebunk-port village, during the past
Stationery.—Almost every article in this gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
sional district, to deprive Mr. Naylor, (whig) among us.
The necessity of this painful summer, was dedicated on the 26ih ult. line usually enquired for.
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
Fine Cutlery.—Razors ; Pen, Pocket and
—who is re-elected by a majority ot 775 votes, separation is a source of great grief and dis Sermon, from 1 Chron. 29 : 52, by Rev. F.
of said town on his account or on account of
Jack Knives ; Scissors, &c. &c.
more than three times the majority he receiv appointment, which will long continue to af Curtis of Augusta.
the town, as he will pay no bill for their
flict us. Wherever you go, you will carry
Blank Books—Paper Hangings and support.
ed in 1836,—of his seat. The particulars of with you the prayers and best wishes of all
ALEX. G. FURNALD*
BORDERS, &C. &C.
EesiaiebwEik JLycetim.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
ly
this gross outrage upon the rights of the peo your Church and Congregation. May you
The annual meeting of the members of
Fancy articles.—A handsome assort
be located in some part of your Master’s
ple ate given in the annexed article.
of
the Kennebunk Lyceum, for the choice
ment.
Auction.
AWFUL FRAUD UPON THE PEOPLE. vineyard, where you can enjoy health of officers, &c. will be held, by adjournment,:, at
All of which will be sold at wholesale or
O be sold at Auction, on Thursday thd
The U. S. Gazette of Saturday, says that body, and “ the peace of God which passes the Counting Room of the Secretary, on retail, at very low prices, by
there may you continue
eighth day oj November next, at ten
ten of the return judges of the election have all understanding
Wednesday 31st Oct. inst. at 3 o’clock. P. M.
D. REMICH.
(/clack id the forenoon, on the premises#
signed a certificate that Mr. Ingersoll is to exercise those elevated talents which God A general and punctual attendance is re
Kennebunk,
Oct.
16,
1838.
about twenty lots of Land# suitable for Store
elected to Congress from the third district, has given you, to His praise and glory and quested.
D. REMICH, Secretary.
or House lots, situated in the Ogunquit Vil
(the other seven protesting against the deci the good of souls, till you shall, at a good
Kennebunk,
Oct.
19,
1838.
A Horse for Sale.
lage in Wells. Said lots are fronting on a
sion,) on the ground that the Locofoco In old age, see your work done and well done :
ILL be sold at Auction,, on Saturday road laid out from the Post road to the Ogun
spectors in two of the wards had lost their then, like a shock of corn fully ripe in its
HYMENEAL,.
the 3d of November, at 3 o’clock quit river, opposite the dwelling house of
season, be called to the abode of the Apos
tally books!
.
.
.
P. M. at the shop of Messrs. Bryant & War
 Perkins, and are very conveniently sit
Mark
MARRIED—In Boston, Mr Henry Crooker
This monstrous decision excites universal tles and Prophets that are gone before you.
ren, a prime HORSE, eight years old, now uated for Traders, Mechanics and Fisher
astonishment and indignation—and well it to receive the plaudit of our common Lord of Boston, to Miss Lydia P. Paul, formerly of owned by Dr. B. Smart.
men* One lot very suitable for a Tannery*
and Master, “ well done good and faithful Eliot.
may.
.
Terms liberal, to suit the purchaser, known
In Kittery, Mr. Charles Dunnenberg, to Miss
—also—
The votes of seven wards are rejected be servant, enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.”
at the lime of sale.
At the same time and place, two lots suit
In the name of this Parish, Dear Sir, we Pamelia Sides.
cause the loco foco inspectors in two have
Kennebunk, Oct. 20,1838.
able for Wharves, Landing, and Ship build-'
say—Farewell !
been guilty of negligence, if not worse !
OBITUARY.
ing, lying on said Ogunquit river, and ad
Samuel Emerson, Y Committee
The Philadelphia correspondent of the
joining said Store and House lots* Condi
Daniel Sewall, >
of the
DIED—On board ship Riga, of this port, on
New York Express, in a letter dated Friday
Joseph Hatch,
j First Parish.
T the Westport, Mass. Manufacturing es tions—One quarter part paid down—the res
her passage from Havana to Hamburg, Joshua
night, has the following additional particu
For further particular^
tablishment, near New Bedford, three idue in two years.
Nason, 3d, of Kennebunk-port, 2d officer of said
lars,—.the letter was written before the deci
enquire of
MARK PERKINS.
or four good families;—those with girls
Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.— vessel, aged 20 years.
sion of the Judges was made known. When
In South Berwick, a child of Mr. G, McNeal, would be preferred ; or twelve single female
Ogunquit, Oct. 12, 1838.
the Judges met this morning, it was found We have been politely favored with a re
aged 5 months.
Spinners, to whom good wages will be given
that the poll lists of two wards were mis cently published catalogue of the officers and
^NOTICE?
In Alfred, 7th inst. Andrew Derby, Esq aged and paid monthly. 50 cents a side will be
sing ; and no where to be found.
On this
63 years, late of Belfast.
given to Spinners and they can tend six sides.
AMUEL
MENDUM would inform the
ground Ingersoll contends that the entire re students of this institution, from which we
In Eliot, Jonathan Hammond, Esq, aged 61
gentlemen of Kennebunk and vicinity#
turns of the Northern Liberties must be set learn that the whole number of Medical Stu years. For many years a member of the Mas Four stout girls are also wanted to Reel by
the job, who can make from three to four
that be has removed to the room over Mr*
aside, which would leave him a majority in dents is 78 ; in the Senior Class 40—in the sachusetts and Maine Legislatures.
the district of 600.
In Boston, 7th inst. Miss Susan Whitney, of dollars per week. There are good tenements Phineas Stevens’ Shop, where he carries on
Junior Class 38. Whole number of under
at the factory. For particulars enquire of the Tailoring Business in a neat and fash
The matter will be decided on the floor of
Maine, aged 18 years.
graduates 301 ¡—Seniors 61 ; Juniors 56 ;
James Osborn, Kennebunk.
ionable manner, and hopes, by obtaining the
the House of Representatives.
CHRIST’R COATES, Superintendent.
latest fashions and a strict attention to busi
The whole is a most infamous proceeding, Sophomores 83 ; Freshmen 101.
SHIP NEWS,
Westport, Mass. Oct. 16, 1838.
ness, to give satisfaction to those who may
which will make the nation shudder.
In
Harvard [Imversitj—Cambridge, Mass.
KENNEBUNK, OCT. 20, 1838.
patronise him.
gersoll acts as the very soul and body of rev
olutionary Locofocoism—a French Ja •—We learn from the Catalogue of the Offi
•Vj
Wanted^
arrived.
cobin of the Danton and Marat kind.
Il is cers and Students of this institution for the
A first rate Journeyman.
Oct. 17—Sch. Moro, Mitchell, Boston.
awful to think of what horrible political out
SAILED.
Kennebunk, Oct. 6,1838.
■ current year, that the whole number of Stu
ISAAC FURBISH
rages he is hurrying his party to commit.
Oct. 17—Schs. Jane-Bourne, Perkins, Boston 5
AS just received a prime assortment of
dents is 398, viz : Theological Students 19 ;
Grape, Ward, do.
jll FOREIGN & DOMESTIC DRY
CLAPBOARDS.
(t/^A loco foco caucus was held at Hart Law Students 78 ; Medical Students 82 ;
MEMORANDA.
GOODS,
Hard
and
Crockery
Ware,
Groce

B
©OO
CLAPBOARDS for said
Saco, Oct. 9.—Ar, sip. Henry, Farris, Nan
ford, Conn., on the 31st ult. to appoint dele Resident graduates 2; Undergraduates 217,
tucket ; 11th, sch. Henry, Clark, Boston ; 12th, ries, &c. &c.—all of which will be sold at
gates to a State Convention. The meeting
viz : Seniors 63 ; Juniors 44 ; Sophomores ! schs. Elizabeth ; Marcia, Smith ; Mayflower, fair prices for prompt pay.
WM. LORD & Co.
was composed of some 20 or 25 persons and
Kennebunk# Oct 19# 1838.
Kennebunk, Oct. 13,1838.
appointed 118 delegates ’
)I 54 ; Freshmen 55 and 1 University student. Emery ; Echo, Jordan; Hudson, Clark—all

H

[’'•e, with theadvicean,!^
l.UP|)<H1>tlHURSDAT^
of November next 1
‘y
IH.Nie p„iaeM;i^

he Council Chamber,io
second day of October, inllf,
jord, one thousand eigbllia
-ty-eight, and in the sijijj
the Independence oí the I
>f America.
EDWARD«
ERNOR.
j
. P. BENSON,Secretaryoil

from Boston ; Tally, from Essex ; 15th, sch.
Nesta, Prime, Marblehead—Sid. Oct. 9, sch.
Charles, Hill, Boston ; 12th, sch. Packet, Hi 11,
do.; 13th, schs. Norway, Gillpatrick, Pictou, N.
S. ; 14th, schs. Resolution, Merriman ; Mercator,
Smith ; Maine, Smith ; Friendship.. Moore ;
Mayflower, Emery ; Hudson, Clark—all for Bos
ton ; Isabella, Stevenson, Providence; Tally,
Essex.
'
Sailed from Cowes, 13th ult. Swiss Boy,
Blaisdell, Antwerp.
j
Ar. at Cadiz, 30lh August, Vernon, Murphy,
Antwerp.

■

NOTICE.

T

W

WANTED,

A

S

EW*

a f ery short timë, àftet Ms téfcôVety had bèfeti

ft LOW SmtTS.-Low spirits k

O

not only improbable, but absolutely
the remotest ages, have had ships, but Co- pronounced
j
certain state of the mind accompanied
]
lumbusonly found the way to America. Be- iimpossible, by any human means.
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
DIRECTIONS
FOR
USE.-The
Proprietor
of
.
[From the Wabash Courier.]
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with fore the time of the great Spanish navigator,
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
Vegetable Life Pills does not follow the the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
'
THE LAST OF THE MINT DROPS
in and for the County of York, on the first people were only enabled to paddle about the the
base
and
mercenary
practice
of
the
quacks
of
Monday of October, in the year of our shores. Just so with the Life Medicines. It
medical writers supposed this disease to be
A BENTONIA^ MELODY.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty eight, by is but two short years since I first ventured the day, in advising persons to take his Pills in confined to those particular regions of the ab
’'Tis the last of th® mint dropsy
large quantities. i\o good medicine can possibly
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said upon an unknown ocean, and I have discov
Left lying alone ; \
be so required. These Pills are to be taken at domen,. technically called hypochondria,
ered the precious object I was in search of— bed time every night, for a week or fortnight, which are situated on the right or left side of
Court:
All its glittering companions
OSIAH THOMPSON and Joseph Thomp HEALTH^ Vegetable medicines Were in according to the obstinacy of the disease, The that cavity, whence comes the name hypQ.
Are vanish’d and gone j
Not one of its kindred;,
son, named executors in a certain in deed known when I commenced my search) usual dose is from 2 to 5, according to the consti chondriasis.
Not a guinea is nigh.
but their use was not. By the use of them, I tution of the person.
strument purporting to be the last will and
Very delicate persons
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
To- reflect back its lustra
testament of Joseph Thompson, late of York, have not only passed from the dejected in should begin with but two, and increase as the symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
And gladden my eye !
in said county, esquire, deceased, having valid, to the hale, hearty and active man of nature of the case may require : those more ro bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas,
business, but, comparatively speaking, I have bust, or of very costive habit, may begin with 3, modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, palpresented the same for probate i
I must spend thee, thou lov’d one
ORDERED—That the said executors renewed my youth. lean thus, with confi and increase to 4, or even 5 Pills, and they will pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
(Reluctantly, hem !)
give notice to all persons interested, by caus dence in my own experience, advise with my effect a sufficiently happy change to guide the the attention upon any subject of importance
Since thy brethren have vanish’d,
ing a copy of this order to be published feilow-citiziens. Does the reader want proof patient in their further use. These Pills some or engaging in anything that demands vigor
Go vanish with them !■
times occasion sickness and vomiting, though
three weeks successively in the Kenne that the VEGETABLE LIFE MEDICINES very seldom, unless the stomach is very foul ; this, or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
Go, fill up the coffer
By Avarice ador’d ;
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that are suitable to his own case ? I have on my however, may be considered a favorable symp comes irritable,, thoughtful, desponding, me],
Go gladden some miser,
they may appear at a Probate Court to be file at my office, 367 Broadway, hundreds of tom, as the patient will find himself at once re ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
And add to hie hoard !
held at North Berwick, in said county, on letters, from some of the most respectable lieved, and by perseverance will soon recover. total derangement of the nervous system.-the first .Monday of December next, at ten citizens of this my native land, voluntarily of They usually operate within 10 or 12 hours, and The mental feelings and peculiar train of
Thou canat aid me no longer^
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, fered in testimony ofthe virtues of A GOOD never give pain unless the bowels are very much ideas that haunt the imagination and over
The humbug is o’er !
encumbered. They may be taken by the most whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di.
if any they have, why the said instrument VEGETABLE MEDICINE.
iPhe people thou^st gull’d once
Persons whose constitutions have been delicate females under any circumstances.—It is, versity. The wisest and best of men areas
should not be proved, approved, and allowed
Can be gull’d no more !
as the last will and testament of the said de nearly ruined by the “ all-infallible” mineral however, recommended, that those in later pe open to this affliction as the weakest.
When the Whole nation suffers
preparations of the day, will bear me witness, riods of pregnancy should take but one at a time,
And mufmurs as now,
ceased.
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
Tis wise hot to jingle
that the Life Medicines, and such only, are and thus continue to keep the bowels open : and treatment are to remove indigestion and
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
even
two
may
be
taken
where
the
patient
is
very
Such mint drops as thou !
g. a. b.
A true copy,—Attest,
the true course to permanent good health.
costive. One pill in a solution of two table spoons strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
John Skeele, Register.
JOHN MOFFAT.
full of water, may be given to an infant in the fol its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
October 6.
GENERAL REMARKS RELATIVE TO lowing doses— a tea spoon full every two hours ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
till it operates ; for a child from one to five years versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
AVE just received and are now open At a Court of Probate held at Limerick,
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS AND
of age, half a pill—and from five to ten, one pill. fully regulated by the occasional use ofa
ing a splendid assortment of FALL
PHCENIX BITTERS.
within and for the County of York,, on the
THE PHŒNIX BITTERS, are so called, be mild aperient.
GOODS, consisting in part as follows, viz :~
These medicines have long been known
We know nothing belter
first Monday of October, in the. year of
cause they possess the power of restoring the
Black, Blue, Brown, Green, Drab, Olive,
and
appreciated,
for
their
extraordinary
and
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm,
our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight
expiring
embers
of
health,
to
a
glowing
vigor
Mixed, Mulberry and Claret Broadcloths ;
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge immediate powers of restoring perfect health, throughout the constitution, as the Phcenix is said Evans’Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
Drab, Slate, Blue, Biack, Brown, Mixed and
to persons suffering under nearly every kind to be restored to life from the ashes of its own tain in their operation.
The bowels bekqj
of said Court :
Fancy Cassimeres ; Vestings ; Pilot Cloth ;
OHN MOODY, named executor in of disease to which the human frame is lia dissolution. The Phcenix Bitters are entirely once cleansed his inestimable Camomile
Coating ; Drab and Blue Kersey ; Red,
vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer Pills, which are tonic, anodyne and anti- i
a certain instrument, purporting to ble.
Green, White, Yellow and Figured Flannels ;
be the last will and testament of John In many hundreds of certified instances, tain parts of the western country, which will in spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and
Serge ; Freizc ; Booking ; Goat’s Hair, Imita Moody, late of Lebanon, in said county, de they have even rescued sufferers from the fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all without dispute have proved a great blessing :
tion and Crape Camlet ; German, French and ceased, having presented the same for pro very verge of an untimely grave, after all the kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the to the numerous public.
English Merinos ; Black and Brown Alpine ; bate :
deceptive nostrums of the, day had utterly effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the
Some physicians have recommended a
most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and
Circassians ; Red and Blue, and Plaid LinORDERED—That the said executor failed ; and to many thousands they have will immediately cure the determination of. free use of mercury but it should not be re- i
Zey ; English and Scotch Ginghams ; Eng give notice to all persons interested, by caus permanently secured that uniform enjoyment
sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
lish, French and American Prints; Furni ing a copy of this order to be published of health, without which life itself is but a BLOOD TO THE HEAD ; never fail in the gravate the symptoms.
ture ; Highland, Edinboro, Merino and Dam - three weeks successively in the Kenne partial blessing. So great, indeed, has their sickness incident to young females ; and will be rpHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be defound a certain remedy in all cases of nervous
ask Shawls ; Silk Flag, Black Silk, Bandan bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that efficacy invariably and infallibly proved, that debility and weakness of thé most impaired con A
nied that whilst many medicines
na, Pongee, Linen Cambric, Thibet, Levan they may appear at a Probate Court to be it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous stitutions. Asa remedy for Chronic and Inflam which are recommended to the public, have
tine, Cotton and Fancy Handkerchiefs ; Mo held at Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon to those who were unacquainted with the matory Rheumatism, the efficacy of the Phoenix not even the negative merit of harmlessness,
hair and Worsted and Cotton Hose ; Ladies’ day of November next, at ten of the clock in beautifully philosophical principles upon Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin there are others which it would be great inKid Silk and Angola Gloves ; Gentlemen’s the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they which they are compounded, and upon gle bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is; justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to inBuck and Goat Skin do. ; Leather Mittens ; have, why the said instrument should not which they consequently act.
It was to half a wine glass full, in water or wine, and this volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
White, Colored, Checked, Linen and Imita be proved, approved, and allowed as the last their manifest and sensible action in purify quantity may be taken two or three times a day, And when a medicine comes endorsed with
tion Cambric; Bishop Lawn ; Plain and Fig
ing the springs and channels of life, and en about half an hour before meals, or a less quan all the great names that have adorned the
will and testament of the said deceased.
ured Muslin ; Black and Bobbinet Lace ;
duing them ¿with renewed tone and vigor, tity may be taken at all times. To those who annals of the medical profession, and war
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these
(ftilling ; Thread and Cotton Edging ; Bob
that they were indebted for their name, which
A true copy—Attest,
Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very great ranted by the seal and signature of long and
bin ; Tapes ; Green Barage ; Belts ; Cords ;
was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous ly increase the action of the principal viscera, help uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
John Skeele, Register.
Braids ; Galoon ; Ribbons ; Black Italian
request of several individuals whose lives they them to perform their functions, and enable the reasonable demand upon the public confi
October 6.
and Lustring Silks ; Colored Sarsnet ; fig
had obviously saved.
stomach to discharge into the bowels whatever is dence, when he claims for it a superior con
ured Silk—assorted colors ; Black and assort
The proprietor rejoices in the opportunity offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed sideration.
last of Letters
ed Sewing Silk ; Twist ; Coat, Jacket, Sus Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk, afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
pender, Vest, Pearl and Bangup Buttons ;
ly press, for placing bis VEGETABLE LIFE of the absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to the
Maine, Sept. 30,1838.
tion
is
facilitated,
and
strength
of
body
and
ener

Carpet, Quality, Curtain and Merino Bind
PILLS within the knowledge and reach of
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
ing; Black Silk and Cotton Velvet ; Black,
every individual in the community. Unlike gy of mind are the happy results. For farther thority in existence condemns it, every medi
"
EONARD
ARNOLD,
—
Miss
Lydia
F.
particulars
of
MOFFAT
’
S
LIFE
PILLS,
and
Brown and White Linen ; Russia Diaper ;
the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast
Burnham, Miss Olive Boston,—David of vegetable ingredients,' the Life Pills are PHCENIX BITTERS, apply at Mr. Moffatt’s cal practitioner that is acquainted witbit,
Linen Damask ; Fancy Table Covers ; Plaid
office, No. 367 Broadway, New York, where the freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtwes;
Crediford,
Samuel
C.
Carter,
Horace
Clark,
Silk ; Black Silk and Cotton Cravats ; Stocks ;
purely and solely vegetable, and contain Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or and that the latter should do so in opposition
Colored and White Corded Robes ; Umbrel John O’Connell, Charles Cutts, John M. neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any $1 per box ; and the Bitters for $1 or 02 per bot to their personal interests, must b® attributed
las ; Suspenders; Chapp's Spools ; Linen and Chick, Nathan Cushion, Mrs. Abigail Cous other mineral in any form whatever. They tle. Numerous certificates of the wonderful either to their candor and love of truth, or to
Cotton Thread ; Horse and Mill Blankets ; ins,—David Dunham, Miss Eunice Drown,— are entirely composed of extracts from rare efficacy of both, may be there inspected.
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
Brown and Bleached Sheetings and Shirt Rev. Charles Emerson, John Emery, Benja and powerful plants, the virtue of which,
In some obstinate and complicated cases of servation, and the testimony of thousands.
ings ; Ticking ; Brown and Bleached Cotton min Elwell,—Timothy Frost, 5, Parker Fall, though long known to several Indian tribes, chronic and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
Flannel ; Warp Yarn, Nos. 6 to 16 ; Brown Asa Fairfield,—Nathaniel Gillpatrick, Fran and recently to some eminent pharmaceutical Complaints, Fever jand Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy, his Camomile Tome Pills will cure all dis
cis
Gardner.
Piles,
injuries
from
the
use
of
mercury,
quinine
and Bleached Cotton Drilling ; White and
chemists, are altogether unknown to the igno
eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
H. I. J. K. L. M.
Colored Worsted ; White and Mixed Knitting
rant pretenders to medical science ;and were and other diseases of long standing, it may be mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
Miss Sarah C. Hatch,—William Jacobs, never before administered in so happily effi found necessary to take both the Life Pills and the
Cotton ; Ladies’ Kid and Cloth Slippers ;
the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
Phcenix Bitters, in doses before recommended.
Walking Shoes ; Children’s Shoes ; Shoe Miss Eliza Jillison,—Miss Mary Kimball,— cacious a combination.
N. B.—These Pills and the Bitters will get all and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
Thread ; Pins ; Needles ; Thimbles and G. & I. Lord, 2, George Lord, Capt. William
Their first operation is to loosen from the Mercury out ofthe system infinitely faster than the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
Lord, Jr., Mrs. Tobias Lord, Francis A. coats ofthe stomach and bowels, the various the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a
Scissors.
Lord, Capt. Samuel Littlefield, Mrs. Betsey impurities and crudities constantly settling certain remedy for the rushing of blood io the does believe, and he can prove,, that in debil
Crockery, Groceries, &c.
ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
Lillie, Mrs. Huldah A. Littlefield, 2, Mrs. Ol around them ; and to remove the hardened head, or all violent headaches, tic douleureux, &c.
diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di
Colored and Edged Plates ; Glass Cup ive Littlefield, Miss Affiia Littlefield, Miss
faeces which collect in the convolutions of the —All persons who are predisposed to apoplexy, gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
do, ; Blue and Edged Dishes ; Edged and Eunice Larrabee.
small intestines. Other medicines only par palsy, &c., should never be without the Life whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
Stone Nappies ; China Setts; Fancy Tea
tially cleanse these, and leave such collected Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in time will dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
Setts ; Printed and Fancy Teas ; Chambers ;
Miss Lavinia L. Oaks,—Capt. Jeremiah masses behind, as to produce habitual cos save life. They equalize the circulation of the purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
Pitchers ; Printed and Common Bowls ; Su
Paul, Horace Porter, Oliver Perkins, Newell tiveness, with all its train of evils, or sudden blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
gars ; Block Tin ; Britannia and Fancy Tea
perspiration, and throw oft’every impurity by the
Page, Samuel Pearce,—J. K. Rernich, John diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This pores ofthe skin.
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
Pots ; Glass Lamps ; Tumblers ; Castors ;
fact
is
well
known
to
all
regular
anatomists,
Regan, Mrs. Delia Rogers,—Ivory Smith,
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
Plated Tea, Tablé and Iron Spoons ; Table
Robert Stone, Albert Stevens, Merrill P. who examine the human bowels after death,
which is brought on by intemperance; in
and Tea Knives and Forks ; Mill and three
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
and hence the prejudice of these well inform
the wretched horrors of mind and body which
square Files ; 4d. to 40d. Cut Nails ; Pails ; Simpson.
Persons
using
the
Life
Medicines,
are
requested
ed men against the quack medicines of the
T.U. V. W.X.Y. Z.
7-9 and 8-10 Baltimore Glass ; Wire and
to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
William L. Thompson, Cyrus Towne, age. The second effect of the VEGETA to operate two or three times on the bowels in petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
Hair Sieves ; Entry and Chaise Matts ; Corn
BLE
LIFE
PILLS
is
to
cleanse
the
kidneys
Thompson,—William
W.
the course of the next day. Also, take a table head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
Brooms; Fancy and Common Bellows', Mrs. Hannah
and the bladder, and by this means, the liver
Shovels and Tongs ; Bed Cords ; Coffee Wise, Capt. Edward Wise, Simon Whitten, and the lungs, the healthful action of which spoonful of the Bitters half an hour before each uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
Mills ; Looking Glasses ; Floor, Hearth and Nathaniel Webster, Miss Miranda Wake entirely depends upon the regularity of the meal. For those of a delicate or enfeebled con state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
stitution, half the quantity may be sufficient.
64 Letters.
others mentioned in the bills of directions
Dusting Brushes ; Porto Rico and Matanzas field,—Joseph Youdle.
urinary organs. The blood which takes its
JAMES OSBORN, P. M.
(f/^For further particulars of the above given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,
Molasses ; Porto Rico, White Havana and
red color from the agency of the liver and medicine see “ Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
Loaf Sugar ; Rice ; Pork ; Beans ; Fig and
the lungs before it passes into the heart, be copy of which accompanies the medicine.
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
Steamer Portsmouth,
Plug Tobacco; Java and Havana Coffee;
ing thus purified by them, and nourished by A copy can also be obtained on application
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
Old Hyson, Young Hyson, Fancy and Sou
food coming from a clean stomach, courses at the Bookstore of D. Remich, Kennebunk.
are sold with them, will effect immediate re
chong Teas; Nutmegs; Cloves; Ginger;
freely through the veins, renews every part
Sold wholesale and retail by the proprietor, lief ;and if used but for a fair period of trial,
Allspice ; Saleratus ; Pepper ; Salt-Petre ;
of the system, and triumphantly mounts the W. B. Moffat, 367, Broadway, New York.
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
Indigo ; Starch ; Bar and Shaving Soap ;
banner of health in the blooming cheek.
August, 1838.
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
Winter, Refined and Sweet Oil ; Turks Is
The following are among the distressing vari
land, Cadiz and Fine Salt ; Haddock and
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
ety of human diseases) to which the Vegetable
ComiiBissioaiers’ Notice.
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
Cod Fish ; Box and Cask Raisins ; Cotton ;
Life Pills are well known to be infallible :—
E having been appointed Commission
dence.
Earthen and Stone Butter Pots, &c. &c. &c.
ers, by the Judge of Probate, for the
DYSPEPSIA,
by
thoroughly
cleansing
the
—ALSO—
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
first
and
second
stomachs,
and
creating
a
flow
of
County
of
York,
to
receive
and
examine
the
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
Cart and Waggon Wheel Tire ; Shoe CAPTAIN SETH M. TRIPE, pure healthy bile instead of the stale and acrid
claims of the creditors of
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
Shapes ; Cast and German Steel ; Nail
AVING been coppered, fitted with a kind ;—Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart,
ISRAEL SMITH,
Plate, &c.
mast and sail, and put in the most Loss of Appetite, Heart-burn and Head-ache, late of Waterborough, in said county, deceas submitted by the following important and ex
The above Goods, with many others not
complete order, will commence her regular
Restlessness, Ill-temper, Anxiety, Langour, and ed, whose estate is represented insolvent, give traordinary cures effected by their highly
medicinal qualities—all of which may be
specified, are offered for sale at low prices, trips for this season, on Tuesday 15th inst. Melancholy, which are the general symptoms of
notice, that six months from this date, has
for Cash or Country produce.
leaving Wm. Sheafe’s wharf, Portsmouth, Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence been allowed to said Creditors, to bring in seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
7, Division street. One or two of these he
Kennebunk, Sept. 30,1838.
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday of its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the whole
and prove their claims, and we will attend
morning, at 7 o’clock, and arriving at Bos length of the intestines with a solvent process, the service assigned us, at the house of the herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
and without violence : all violent purges leave the
ting public.
ton about 1 o’clock, in season for the Provi
bowels costive within two days. Diarrhoea and widow Thompson Smith, in said Waterbor
dence Railroad Cars ; and, returning, will Cholera, by removing the sharp acrid fluids by ough, on the third Saturday of the months of
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Bepleased to receive tlw
New Establishment.
leave Foster’s wharf, Boston, every Tuesday, which these complaints are occasioned, and by October, December and February next, at thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
AMUEL P. CUMMINGS, would respect
eral
years, for the great benefit she has received iron»
Thursday and Saturday morning at 7 o’clock, promoting the abricative secretion of the mucus
two o’clock in the forenoon.
fully announce to the public, that he has
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
and arrive at Portsmouth about 1 o’clock, and membrane. Fevers of all kinds, by restoring the
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
PORTER GILMAN, ? n
taken the shop over James M. Deering’s store,
SAMUEL CARLL, ( Commissioners. ness across the stomach, shortness ef breath, and palpi
in season for the Portland stage.
blood to a regular circulation, through the process
on Pepperell square, Saco, where he intends
Lines of Stages from Dover, South Ber of perspiration in some cases, and the thorough
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
Dated this third day of Sept. A. D. 1838.
carrying on the
her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
wick and Gr§at Falls, have also been estab solution of all intestinal obstructions in others.
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
The LIFE PILLS have been known to cure Rheu
TAILORING BUSINESS,
lished to meet the boat at Portsmouth.
Carriage
out
fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
in all its branches. He has secured the servi Fare between Portsmouth and Boston, $1 50 matism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in
life comfortably again.
half
that time, by removing local inflammation
ces of an experienced cutter—(Mr. James L.
”
Dover and Boston,
$1 75
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
from the muscles and ligaments of the joints.
Ross,)—; and by strict attention to his business
”
S. Berwick and Boston, $1 75 Dropsies of all kinds, by freeing and strengthenNewark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years I
”
”
Great Falls and Boston, $2 00
he hopes to merit and receive the patronage of
have been so unwell that I was unable to attend Io
ing the, kidneys and bladder; they operate most
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
the public. All garments made in this shop
Careful Agents and convenient Stores have delightfully on these important organs, and hence
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pains
will be warranted to fit, and give general satis also been provided at each end of the line. have ever been found a certain remedy for the
in my stomach, indigestion and Joss of appetite, with
faction ; and all work entrusted to his care The agents will be in attendance during all worst cases of Gravel. Also, Worms, by dislodg
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ
will be executed with neatness and punctual the business hours, and goods delivered to ing from the turnings of the bowels the slimy mas
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
ity.
them will be forwarded at the customary rate ter to which these creatures adhere ; Asthma and
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
Quarterly fashions from New-York, and of freight, and without any charge for stor consumption, by relieving the air vessels of the
my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
lungs from the mucus, which even slight colds
the other principal cities will be regularly re age.
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken to
express my gratitude to you in person. In the
will occasion, which if not removed becomes
ceived. Persons wishing for business in his
Ships towed in or out of harbor, and water
nebunk
and
vicinity,
that
he
has
ta

mean
time I subscribe myselfyqur obedient servant,
hardened, and produces those dreadful diseases,
line are respectfully invited to call.
parties attended to every afternoon, if re Scurvy, Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
T, .
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st,
Dr. Wm. Evans.
Saco, Oct. 6,1838.
quested. Apply to GEORGE DENNETT, perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly
He therefore need only add that his
Agent, Portsmouth-WM. S. TULLOCK, blood, and all the humors ; Scorbutic Eruptions occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
Agent, Boston.
and Bad Complexions, by their alterative effect up in good order for the above named busi CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
list of betters
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
May 8.
upon the fluids that feed the skin, the morbid ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG his
Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk
state of which occasions all Eruptive complaints. GONS, of any style, built to order and war PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail^
port, Oct. 1, 1838.
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
Salloio, Cloudy, and other disagreeable Com ranted.
—also—
A. B. C, D. E. F. G. H. I. J.
plexions. The use of these Pills for a very short
New York, and of his authorised agents in
SGOO» AV3M
time, will effect an entire cure of Salt Rheum, Chaise Repairing & Painting, town and country.
OSEPH ADAMS, Samuel Anderson,—
John Clough, Andrew Conant, Ann M. O
L. OSBORN has recently returned Erysipelas, and a striking improvement in the done at short notice and on the most reasona
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union1
Coulard,—Mrs. Ester H. Durrell,—Mrs. Han k-/ • from Boston, with a large assortment of Clearness of the skin. Common Colds and In ble terms.
—also—
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,
fluenza,
will
always
be
cured
by
one
dose,
or
by
nah F. Herrick, Joseph Huff, Amos Hutch New Goods, well selected for his customers,
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
two, even in the worst cases. Piles,—as a rem
ins, Miss Mary Hoopston,—Jonathan Jack- consisting of PIECE GOODS, HARD
Sole Agents, Daniel Rernich, Kennebunk;
edy for this most distressing and obstinate malady, the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
son, Jacob Jeffery.
WARE, CROCKERY & GLASS WARE, the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct and on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, NK. L. M. N. O. P. Q. R. S. T.
purchased
in
this
State.
Various
kinds
of
W. I. GOODS & GROCERIES, which he emphatic recommendation. It is well known to
Yarmouth; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston;
James Kimball,—Charles Lord, Jesse Lar can afford at very moderate prices for cash, or hundreds in this city, that the Proprietor of these LUMBER taken in part payment.
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
rabee, 2, William Lewis,—Ephraim Mitchell, country produce—and invites all his old cus invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted with this
March 28,1838.
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell;
William F. Moody,—Edward Nason, Miss tomers to call and satisfy themselves. Those complaint for upwards of thirty-five years, and
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
Eunice Noris,—Eliphalet Perkins,—James having unsettled accounts, are respectfully re that he tried in vain every remedy prescribed
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
T^OR sale by
within the whole compass of the Materia Medica.
Thompson, Miss Sarah Taylor, Miss Olive quested to call soon and adjust the same.
Jackson & Co. Belfast; Barker Neal,. Wis
He however, at length, tried the medicine which
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
True.
OLIVER BOURNE, P. M.
Kennebunk, Sept. 22,1838.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
he now offers to the public, and he was cured in
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